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FINITE SATURATION FOR UNIRATIONAL VARIETIES
EFTHYMIOS SOFOS AND YUCHAO WANG
Abstract. We import ideas from geometry to settle Sarnak’s saturation problem for a
large class of algebraic varieties.
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1. Introduction
A topic of central importance in number theory regards prime solutions of Diophantine
equations. A principal result in this area is Vinogradov’s three primes theorem [36], proved
via the Hardy–Littlewood method. This approach has been extended by Hua to representa-
tions of integers by powers of primes, see, for example, the work of Kawada and Wooley [21]
for further developments and references. A recent prominent work is due to Cook and Mag-
yar [7]. They obtained asymptotic estimates for the number of prime solutions of general
systems of Diophantine equations under the assumption that the system has a large number
of variables compared to the degrees of the polynomials. This method has also been utilised
in the subsequent work of Xiao–Yamagishi [38] and Yamagishi [39].
An approach based on the circle method demands that the number of variables is rather
large compared to the degree. Thus when there are fewer variables, investigations have
focused on solutions with few prime factors, a prototype result being that of Chen [6] on the
binary Goldbach problem, a result using the weighted sieve. One can utilise again the circle
method to cover cases where the number of variables is moderately large, see the recent
work of Magyar–Titichetrakun [28], Schindler–Sofos [31] and Yamagishi [40]. The natural
barrier for cancellation in exponential sums prevents the circle method from working in a
small number of variables; for example, in the case of hypersurfaces of degree exceeding 2
it has never been used when the number of variables is less than twice the degree. In this
realm one must necessarily combine sieve techniques with analytic methods other than the
circle method. There is only a small number of results available in this range of variables.
Examples include the work of Marasingha [27] on homogeneous ternary quadratic equations,
Wang’s work on the Fermat and the Cayley cubic surfaces via universal torsors [37] and the
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result of Liu and Sarnak [22] covering non-homogeneous ternary quadratic equations via the
use of group actions and the weighted sieve. An important earlier work is due to Nevo and
Sarnak [29], which covers prime entries of matrices of fixed determinant.
Our aim in the present work is to provide almost prime results for varieties in very few
variables and with no underlying group structure. We shall do so by combining sieve tools
with geometric arguments. We first introduce the necessary notation. Recall that the func-
tion Ω : Z Ñ N Y 8 counting the number of prime divisors with multiplicity is defined
via
Ωpmq :“
ÿ
p
νppmq,
where νp is the standard p-adic valuation, the sum is over all primes p and Ωpmq is infinite
if and only if m “ 0. We can extend Ω to a function ΩPnpQq defined on PnpQq in the obvious
way, namely by finding for each x P PnpQq an element x P Zn`1prim with x “ rxs and letting
ΩPnpQqpxq :“ Ω
˜
nź
i“0
xi
¸
.
Here Zn`1prim stands for integer vectors x P Zn`1 with gcdpx0, . . . , xnq “ 1; it is easy to see that
ΩPnpQq is well-defined.
Definition 1.1 (Saturation number). Let X Ă Pn be a variety defined over Q. The satura-
tion number of X , denoted by rpXq, is defined as the least r P N Y8 such that the set of
points x P XpQq with ΩPnpQqpxq ď r forms a Zariski dense subset of X .
This definition is essentially due to Bourgain, Gamburd and Sarnak [1]. Varieties X with
XpQq being not Zariski dense will necessarily have rpXq “ 8. Let us note that Zariski
density is the geometric analog of the existence of infinitely many almost prime elements in
a sequence of integers. Indeed, if the Zariski density condition was relaxed to existence of
infinitely many points x P XpQq with ΩPnpQqpxq ď r in the definition above then the possible
presence of (linear, for example) subspaces defined over Q and contained in X makes the
problem more tractable, see [3]. Recall that a variety X defined over Q is said to be Q-
unirational if there exists a positive integer m and a dominant morphism π : Pm 99K X
defined over Q.
Theorem 1.2. Any smooth projective variety defined over Q has finite saturation if it is
Q-unirational.
We shall prove this by using the dominant map to parametrise points and then apply the
weighted sieve to the forms associated to π. Theorem 1.2 covers new cases where the number
of variables is small. We illustrate this with a few examples.
Corollary 1.3. The following varieties have finite saturation:
(I) Del Pezzo surfaces defined over Q, of degree larger than 2 and with at least one
Q-point;
(II) Smooth projective cubic hypersurfaces defined over Q, of dimension larger than 1 and
with at least one Q-point;
(III) Smooth projective hypersurfaces of odd degree d ě 5, defined over Q and of dimension
larger than c “ cpdq;
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(IV) Smooth projective quadric hypersurfaces defined over Q, of positive dimension and
with at least one Q-point.
The proof of the corollary can be inferred immediately from Theorem 1.2 and the fact
that the varieties in the statement are Q-unirational. Indeed, unirationality follows from
the work of Manin [25](part (I)), Kolla´r [20] (part (II)) and Brandes [2, Th.1.3] (part (III)).
It is a standard result that all varieties in part (IV) are Q-rational, in particular, they are
Q-unirational, thus are covered by Theorem 1.2.
There are additional results on unirationality of hypersurfaces, see, for example, the work
of Marchisio [26] and Conte, Marchisio, Murre [8], respectively for quartic and quintic hy-
persurfaces of small dimension. It is worth mentioning that over algebraically closed fields,
unirationality is known to hold for general hypersurfaces of dimension sufficiently large com-
pared to the degree. In the same setting, Harris, Mazur and Pandharipande [18] provided
explicit criteria for unirationality of smooth hypersurfaces.
1.1. Effective saturation. One would wish to have an explicit bound on the saturation
number rpXq in terms of X . In the generality of Theorem 1.2 this bound must necessarily
depend on the embedding of X . Indeed, as the example pm!q2x0x1 “ x22, pm P Nq, reveals,
the saturation rpXq can be rather large, however, one could still try to bound it in terms of
the coefficients. This is achieved in our next result.
Theorem 1.4. Assume that X Ă Pn is smooth, defined over Q and Q-unirational, so that
there existsm P N, forms fi P Zrx0, . . . , xms and a dominant rational morphism π : Pm 99K X
given by π “ pf0 : . . . : fnq. Letting f :“
śn
i“0 fi, the saturation rpXq is at most
105 deg7pfq logp2}f}q,
where }f} is the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of f .
It is possible that there exists a positive integer greater than 1 that divides fpxq for every
x P Zm`1. Therefore, if one is allowed to make linear transformations to change the equations
defining X , an improved saturation can be obtained, specifically, one depending solely on
degpfq.
1.2. Improved saturation in the presence of a fibration with a Q-section. Consider
the Fermat cubic surface X , given by
ř3
i“0 x
3
i “ 0. It is well-known that it is Q-birational
to P2, thus in particular it is Q-unirational and is therefore covered by Theorem 1.4. One
parametrisation was already given by Euler (see [17, §13.7]), however for our needs it will
be more convenient to use the one given by Elkies [12]. More specifically, he showed that X
is dominated by π : P2 99K X , where π is given by π “ pf0 : . . . : f3q and
f0 “ ´py1 ` y0qy22 ` py21 ` 2y20qy2 ´ y31 ` y0y21 ´ 2y20y1 ´ y30,
f1 “ y32 ´ py1 ` y0qy22 ` py21 ` 2y20qy2 ` y0y21 ´ 2y20y1 ` y30,
f2 “ ´y32 ` py1 ` y0qy22 ´ py21 ` 2y20qy2 ` 2y0y21 ´ y20y1 ` 2y30,
f3 “ py1 ´ 2y0qy22 ` py20 ´ y21qy2 ` y31 ´ y0y21 ` 2y20y1 ´ 2y30.
Thus Theorem 1.4 supplies us with the estimate
rpXq ď r105 ¨ 127 ¨ plogp2 ¨ 24qqs “ p1.24 . . .q ˆ 1013.
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The Elkies parametrisation provides fi with slightly smaller coefficients compared to the
one given by Euler, thus giving a smaller value for }f} in Theorem 1.4 and hence a better
value for rpXq. When a subtler geometric structure is available then one can hope to obtain
an improved saturation number. Indeed, we shall see that if a variety can be covered by
many lower-dimensional Q-unirational subvarieties then we can parametrise the subvarieties
‘uniformly’ and apply sieve methods directly to them. Potential examples of such varieties
are those that are equipped with a fibration that has a section over the base field. The
approach of using sections to reduce the saturation is realised for a class of varieties of
dimension 2 in our next result.
Theorem 1.5. Every smooth cubic surface in P3Q that contains two rational skew lines can
be linearly transformed over Q so that it has saturation at most 32.
We have allowed for linear transformations in order to eliminate the effect of small prime
factors in the saturation. Such surfaces have a conic bundle with a section over Q; indeed,
the fibers correspond to the residual conics in the pencil of planes through one of the skew
lines and the other skew line ensures that each of these conics has a Q-point, see [13]. It
must be pointed out that Theorem 1.5 does not cover the Fermat cubic surface. This surface
was proved to have saturation at most 20 in a recent work of Wang [37].
In the ‘section-approach’ one can sometimes replace the sieve tools by results originating
in additive combinatorics. This has the advantage of providing an almost best possible
saturation number. For example, we shall use work of Green–Tao and Ziegler to show that
the smooth cubic surface given by
X : px0 ´ 6x1qx22 ` 36x1x2x3 ` 36px0 ` 6x1qx23 “ x20x2 ` 216x21x3 (1.1)
has saturation
rpXq ď 10,
see Remark 4.7. This should be compared with the recent work of Tsang and Zhao [35],
a special corollary of which is that for every sufficiently large integer N satisfying certain
necessary congruence conditions, the Lagrange equation
N “ x20 ` x21 ` x22 ` x23
has a solution x P N4 with
Ωpx0x1x2x3q ď 16.
1.3. Improved saturation in the presence of a fibration without a Q-section. In the
setting of Theorem 1.5, the variety is equipped with a conic bundle that has a section over
the ground field, i.e. can be covered by curves which always have a Q-point. It is therefore
desirable to ask whether a geometric approach can still provide a satisfying saturation number
in cases where X has a fibration without a section over Q. We answer this affirmatively in
our next result.
Theorem 1.6. The Fermat cubic threefold
4ÿ
i“0
x3i “ 0
has saturation at most 42.
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The method of proof consists of equipping the threefold with a section-less conic bundle
fibration over P2, finding sufficiently many Q-rational fibers, and applying sieve machinery to
this thin subset of the fibers. Progress on the arithmetic of cubic hypersurfaces of dimension
3, 4 and 5 has been sporadic, see [4], [5] and the references therein for progress in higher
dimensions. Smooth cubic threefolds over Q that contain a line defined over Q have finite
saturation by the second part of Corollary 1.3. To obtain a good bound on the saturation
one can try to adopt the approach used in the proof of Theorem 1.6 for every threefold in
this family, since they are always equipped with a conic bundle over P2Q. We hope that the
approach in the proof of Theorem 1.6 will assist with future investigations regarding Sarnak’s
saturation problem for varieties X defined over Q such that XpQq is Zariski dense and X is
not Q-unirational. For example, Swinnerton-Dyer [34, §5] has given a way to describe curves
of genus 0 on the K3 surface
x40 ` x41 “ x42 ` x43
and one might attempt to adopt his method to produce enough Q-rational curves of genus
0 on quartic surfaces with smaller Picard rank. This would allow to parametrise a large set
of these curves and then follow the method in the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Notation. For any functions f, g : r1,8q Ñ C, the equivalent notations fpxq“OS pgpxqq ,
and fpxq!S gpxq , will be used to denote the existence of a positive constant λ, which depends
at most on the set of parameters S such that for any x ě 1 we have |f pxq| ď λ |g pxq| . As
usual, we denote the Mo¨bius function by µpnq. We denote the number of prime factors of n
without multiplicity by νpnq. We shall furthermore denote by Respf, gq the resultant of two
integer binary forms f, g, and by radpnq the square-free kernel of n. Finally, the symbol }f}
is reserved for the maximum absolute value of the coefficients of an integer polynomial f .
Acknowledgements. We are indebted to Tim Browning for suggesting the problems that
led to Theorems 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6. Furthermore, we wish to express our gratitude to Jean-Louis
Colliot-The´le`ne, Tim Browning and Roger Heath-Brown for several useful suggestions. This
investigation was performed while the first author was supported by the London Mathemat-
ical Society via the 150th Anniversary Postdoctoral Mobility Grant and the second
author was supported by NSFC (11601309).
2. Sieve preliminaries
Before providing the proofs of our theorems let us record certain auxiliary results. We
shall begin by stating a form of the weighted sieve. Suppose that A is a subset of the
integers of cardinality Y and that P is any set of primes which includes every sufficiently
large prime. Our setting includes a non-negative multiplicative arithmetic function ω that
is supported on multiples of primes in P. We define for integers d, Ad :“ ta P A : d|au and
we let Rd :“ #Ad ´ ωpdqd Y . The following result appeared in [10, Th.11.1] and in an earlier
form in [9, Th. 0 & Th.1].
Theorem 2.1 (Diamond–Halberstam). Assume that there exist real constants κ ą 1 and
A1, A2, A3, A4 ě 2 such that the following conditions are satisfied,
a P A , p|añ p P P,
0 ď ωppq ă p for all p P P,
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dăY αplog Y q´A3
p|dñpPP
µ2pdq4νpdq|Rd| ď A2 Y { plog Y qκ`1 for some 0 ă α ď 1,
there exists µ P R such that a P A ñ |a| ď Y αµ,
ź
z1ďpăz
ˆ
1´ ωppq
p
˙´1
ď
ˆ
log z
log z1
˙κˆ
1` A1
log z1
˙
for 2 ď z1 ă z.
Then there exists βκ ě 2 such that whenever u, v P R satisfy α´1 ă u ă v, βκ ă αu, andÿ
Y 1{vďpăY 1{u
pPP
#Ap2 ď A4 Y { plog Y qκ`1 ,
then for any integer r with
r ą αµu´ 1` κ
fκpαvq
ż v{u
1
Fκpαv ´ sq
´
1´ u
v
s
¯ ds
s
(2.6)
we have
#ta P A : Ωpaq ď ru " Y
ź
păY 1{v
ˆ
1´ ωppq
p
˙
.
The functions fκ, Fκ are defined as the solutions to the delay-differential equations supplied
in [9, Th.0].
Condition pF q is required to ensure that higher prime powers have little effect in the
calculations yielding the value of r given in (2.1). This condition is missing from [9, Th. 0
& Th.1] but appears in a slightly more general form in [10, (11.2)] as condition Q0. It is
later stated in the same tract [10, pg. 140] that for the purpose of proving [10, Th.11.1],
condition Q0 is only needed to ensure condition pF q as given in Theorem 2.1.
We shall furthermore use the bound
βκ ď 3.75κ, (2.7)
valid for all κ ą 1 and proved in Theorem 17.2 and Proposition 17.3 in [10]. Let us note
that, as shown in [10, pg. 146], when v “ βκu then the quantity
µ´ 1` pµ´ κqp1´ 1{βκq ` pκ` 1q log βκ (2.8)
is an upper bound for the right side of (2.1) and thus can be used in its place in Theorem 2.1.
While the weighted sieve is useful in situations where A is composed of values assumed
by general integer forms, in the special case that all forms are linear one can do significantly
better due to the groundbreaking work of Green, Tao and Ziegler [14, Cor. 1.9], [15] and [16].
We shall later use the following very special case of their work.
Theorem 2.2 (Green, Tao, Ziegler). Let L1, . . . , L5 P Zru, vs be linear forms which are
pairwise non-proportional and assume that for each prime p there exists pu0, v0q P Z2 such
that p does not divide Lipu0, v0q for any i “ 1, . . . , 5. Let R be a box of R2 containing a point
pu0, v0q P Z2 such that Lipu0, v0q ą 0 for i “ 1, . . . , 5. Then there exist infinitely many pairs
pu, vq P R X Z2 such that Lipu, vq are all prime.
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Lemmas 2.3-2.6 will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.4 to make the dependence of
the saturation on the small prime factors completely explicit in terms of the underlying
polynomials.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that a, b P Rě1 and that a positive integer m satisfies
m ď abνpmq.
Then we have m ď 16a2 exppb6q.
Proof. If bνpmq ď m1{2 holds, then the assumption of the lemma ensures that m ď a2, which
is sufficient for the proof. If bνpmq ď m1{2 fails, then logm ď 2plog bqνpmq. We are free to
assume that log logm ą 1, since otherwise we have m ď ee ď 16 and the lemma holds.
Then [30, Eq.(30)] guarantees that νpmq ď 3plogmqplog logmq´1, hence
logm ď 2plog bq3plogmqplog logmq´1.
Thus we obtain m ď exppb6q, which concludes the proof. 
For an integer polynomial of degree at least 2 we denote its discriminant by Df .
Lemma 2.4. Assume that f P Zrxs is a non-constant polynomial with non-zero discriminant
and of degree at least 2. Then the set
tW P N : x P ZñW divides fpxqu
is bounded. Furthermore, every element in this set is at most
16Df expp4096pdegpfqq6q. (2.9)
Proof. In the case degpfq “ 1 it is easy to see that for every prime p we have
νppW q ď mintνppfp0qq, νppf 1p0qqu,
which is sufficient due to }f} “ maxt|fp0q|, |f 1p0q|u. Hence we can assume that degpfq ě 2
for the rest of the proof. First, write fpxq “ c0f0pxq, where c0 P Zzt0u is the greatest
common factor of the coefficients of f . Every integer W in the set of the lemma must satisfy
x P Zñ W
gcdpc0,W q | f0pxq. (2.10)
Letting W0 :“ W { gcdpc0,W q we observe that Df0 ‰ 0, thus the work of Cameron [33,
Eq.(43)] reveals that the number of solutions of
f0pxq ” 0 mod W0
is at most ź
p|W0
`
2pνppDf0 q{2 ` degpfq ´ 2˘ .
By (2.10) the number of solutions is also equal to W0, therefore we have
W0 ď
ź
p|W0
`
2pνppDf0 q{2 ` 2 degpfq˘ ď D1{2f0 p4 degpfqqνpW0q.
Combining the last inequality with Lemma 2.3 yields the following bound,
W0 ď 16Df0 expp4096pdegpfqq6q.
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Recall that the discriminant of a polynomial g is an integer form in its coefficients that has
degree 2p´1` degpgqq. This shows that, in light of f “ c0f0, one has
Df “ c2p´1`degpfqq0 Df0,
therefore
W “ gcdpc0,W qW0 ď c0W0 ď 16c3´2degpfq0 Df expp4096pdegpfqq6q.
Noting that degpfq ě 2 guarantees that c3´2 degpfq0 ď 1 concludes the proof of our lemma. 
We wish to obtain a version of Lemma 2.4 that is valid for polynomials in many variables.
To do so we shall assign small integer values to all variables except one and apply Lemma 2.4.
We first deduce a weaker, but more useful, version of Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.5. Assume that f P Zrxs is a non-constant polynomial with non-zero discriminant.
Then every element in the set
tW P N : x P ZñW divides fpxqu
is bounded by
}f}2degpfq expp5000 deg6pfqq.
Proof. The case degpfq “ 1 is easy to handle and is thus left to the reader. In all other cases
we use the first corollary in page 261 of the work of Mahler [24], which states that
|Df | ď pdegpfqqdegpfqL2 degpfq´2,
where L is the sum of the moduli of the coefficients of f . The inequality
L ď p1` degpfqq}f}
is obvious. Using pk ` 1qk ď ekk, valid for every k P N, we see that
|Df | ď pdegpfqq3degpfq}f}2 degpfq´2pp1` degpfqq{eq´2
and the bounds (2.9), pp1 ` degpfqq{eq´2 ď 2 show that every element in the set in the
statement of our lemma is bounded by
32pdegpfqq3degpfq}f}2degpfq expp4096pdegpfqq6q.
Using the inequality 32d3d ď e4d6 , valid for all d P N, concludes our proof. 
Lemma 2.6. Let F P Zrx0, . . . , xms be a polynomial of positive degree that does not have
repeated polynomial factors. Then every element in the set
tW P N : x P Zm`1 ñW divides F pxqu
is bounded by
}F }2degpF q expp6000 deg6pF qq.
Proof. The case m “ 0 is contained in Lemma 2.5. We can therefore assume that m ě 1 for
the rest of the proof. We may consider the discriminant of the polynomial in the variable x0
obtained by fixing every other variable, i.e. we bring into play the integer polynomial
Hpx1, . . . , xmq :“ DF px,x1,...,xmq.
We note that H is not identically zero, since otherwise there would exist a non-zero integer
c and an integer polynomial hpx1, . . . , xmq such that
pcx´ hpx1, . . . , xmqq2 divides F px, x1, . . . , xmq
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in the polynomial ring Qpx, x1, . . . , xmq. This would contradict the assumption that F does
not have repeated polynomial factors. Now, since Hpx1, . . . , xmq is a non-zero polynomial
we have the trivial bound
#tx P pNX r1, Bsqm : Hpxq “ 0u ď pdegpHqqBm´1, pB P Nq,
obtained by fixing m ´ 1 of the variables xi. If every x P pN X r1, Bsqm is a zero of F then
we infer B ď degpHq, therefore there exists y P Nm with the properties
|y| ď 1` degpHq and DF px,y1,...,ymq ‰ 0.
We fix this choice of y and define fpxq “ F px, y1, . . . , ymq. We have degpfq ď degpF q and
}f} ď }F }p1` degpHqqdegpF q.
Recalling that the discriminant of a polynomial of degree d is a polynomial in the coefficients
that has degree 2pd´1q we see that degpHq ď 2pdegpF q´1q, hence }f} ď }F }p2 degpF qqdegpF q.
As a final step, we apply Lemma 2.5 to f , thus getting that every integer W in our lemma
must be at most
}f}2degpfq expp5000 deg6pfqq ď }F }2degpF qp2 degpF qq2 deg2pF q expp5000 deg6pF qq.
The inequality p2dq2d2 ď expp1000d6q, valid for all d P N, concludes the proof. 
Finally, we shall need certain results on the number of zeros of affine varieties over finite
rings.
Lemma 2.7. Let F P Zrx0, . . . , xms be a primitive polynomial. Then for all primes p we
have
#tx P pZ{pZqm`1 : F pxq ” 0 mod pu ď pdegpF qqpm.
Proof. A hypersurface F “ 0 can have at most degpF q irreducible components, thus one
might try to use the Lang–Weil estimate [23]. However, their upper bound is of the form
degpF qpm ` OF ppm´1{2q, and for the purpose of proving Theorem 1.4 we need explicit con-
stants. We begin the proof by remarking that since the polynomial F is primitive, it contains
a term of the form c
śm
i“0 x
di
i , where c P Z is coprime with p and the di P Zě0 are such thatř
di “
ř
degpFiq (here c and di depend on p). We infer that there exists i such that di ą 0,
therefore we may view F as a polynomial in the variable xi by fixing every other variable.
The fact that c is coprime to p ensures that this polynomial is not identically zero in Fp,
thus fixing any of the variables xj , j ‰ i, we obtain a non-zero element in Fppxiq that must
therefore have at most degpF q roots. 
Lemma 2.8. Let F P Zrx0, . . . , xms be a polynomial of positive degree that does not have
repeated polynomial factors. Then for all primes p we have
#tx P pZ{p2Zqm`1 : F pxq ” 0 mod p2u !F p2m.
Proof. We begin by estimating the number of zeros of F in pZ{p2Zqm`1 that are lifted from
smooth zeros of F in Fp, we call this cardinality Xp. By Hensel’s lemma, smooth zeros of
F in Fp can lift to at most !F pm zeros in pZ{pZqm`1. Thus, in light of Lemma 2.7 we
obtain Xp ! #tx P Fm`1p : F “ 0upm !F p2m. Next, we estimate the number of zeros of
F in pZ{p2Zqm`1 that reduce to singular zeros of F in Fp, we call this cardinality Yp. Note
that such zeros can certainly exist (e.g. when F “ F1F2 then every non-zero Fp-point in
F1 “ F2 “ 0 is singular) and these can lift in any number of ways to Z{p2Z; the trivial
bound for such lifts is ď pm`1. The number of singular zeros is however rather small: the
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variety Z given by F “ ∇F “ 0 and defined over Fp is a subvariety of Am`1pFpq that has
codimension at least 2 for all sufficiently large primes p. This is because F is separable over
Q, therefore it reduces to a separable polynomial in Fp for all sufficiently large primes p. Now
by the Lang–Weil estimate [23] we see that ZpFpq has at most !F pm´1 points, therefore
Yp !F pm´1#tliftsu ď p2m. We obtain that the number of zeros of F in pZ{p2Zqm`1 is
Xp ` Yp !F p2m, thus concluding our proof. 
3. The proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4
We commence by recording a result regarding almost prime values of completely general
forms. The result is a straightforward application of the weighted sieve.
Theorem 3.1. Let f P Zrx0, . . . , xms be any form of positive degree. Then there exists r P N
such that for any non-empty box Rp0q Ă Rm`1 we have
#
!
x P Zm`1 XRp0qB,Ωp|fpxq|q ď r
)
"f,r,Rp0q Bm`1plogBq´ degpfq,
for all sufficiently large B. Furthermore, one can take r as the integer part of
6 deg2pfqplog 2}f}q ` 104 deg7pfq
Although we make no claim as to the given value of r being best possible, the example
fpx0, . . . , xmq “ 2npx0 . . . xmqm illustrates that r must depend on }f} and degpfq, unless the
lower bound Bm`1`op1q is replaced by Bm`op1q. This is because
Ωp2npx0 . . . xmqmq ě n `mpm` 1q ě log }f}
log 2
` pdeg fq2
holds for all integer vectors |x| ď B, except those at a set of size OpBmq. For the application
towards Theorem 1.2 it is important to stress that we need a lower bound of the form
Bm`1`op1q in Theorem 3.1, otherwise Zariski density might not be obtained.
Theorem 3.1 is proved immediately after the proof of the next proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let F1, . . . , Fg P Zrx0, . . . , xms be non-zero, primitive, irreducible forms
of positive degree such that F pxq :“ śgi“1 Fipxq does not have repeated polynomial factors.
Then there exists r0 P N, such that for any non-empty box Rp0q Ă Rm`1 we have
#
!
x P Zm`1 XRp0qB,Ωp|F pxq|q ď r0
)
"Fi,r0,Rp0q
Bm`1
plogBqdegpF q ,
as B Ñ `8. Furthermore, one can take r0 as the integer part of
4 degpF qplog 2}F }q ` 104 deg6pF q.
Proof. The main tool used in the proof is Theorem 2.1. Before using it we need to study the
following function, defined for d P N,
ω0pdq :“ 1
dm
#
!
x P pZ{dZqm`1 :
gź
i“1
Fipxq ” 0 mod d
)
.
Note that ω0 is multiplicative, therefore Lemma 2.7 shows that for every d P N we have
µpdq2ω0pdq ď
´ gÿ
i“1
degpFiq
¯νpdq
, (3.1)
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while Lemma 2.8 ensures that for every prime p we have
ω0pp2q !Fi 1. (3.2)
We now continue with the application of the weighted sieve by introducing the related set-
up. Let D be the maximum positive integer dividing F pxq for all x P Zm`1. By Lemma 2.6
we obtain
D ď }F }2degpF q expp6000 deg6pF qq. (3.3)
Define Gpxq :“ F pxq{D and observe that Gpxq attains integer values for all x P Zm`1. The
definition of D shows that for every prime p the integer p1`νppDq cannot divide F pxq for all
x P Zm`1. Hence for each p|D there exists zp P Zm`1 with p1`νppDq ∤ F pzpq and letting
W :“
ź
p|D
p1`νppDq,
we get the existence of some z P Zm`1 such that
x ” z mod W ñ gcdpGpxq,W q “ 1. (3.4)
We denote the set of prime divisors of D by P and we define the multiplicative function
ω via ωppq :“ 1Pppqω0ppq. Note that by (3.1) we have the following for all d P N,
µpdq2ωpdq ď pdegF qνpdq . (3.5)
Next, we define
Ψ :“ tx P Zm`1 : x ” z mod W u.
We shall use Theorem 2.1 to sieve the multiset of integers given by
A :“ tGpxq : x P Zm`1XBRp0qXΨu.
For all integers d coprime to W define Ad :“ ta P A : d|au. For d P N we have
#Ad “
ÿ
u mod d
Gpuq”0 mod d
#tx P Zm`1 XBRp0q,x ” z mod W,x ” u mod du,
thus a simple counting argument involving integer points in boxes gives
#Ad “ ωpdq
d
Bm`1volpRp0qq
Wm`1
`OFi,W,Rp0q
`
ωpdqdm ` ωpdqBm˘. (3.6)
Invoking (3.5) and writing
Y :“ B
m`1volpRp0qq
Wm`1
,
allows us to infer that for square-free d that are coprime to D one has
Rd :“
ˇˇˇ
#Ad ´ ωpdq
d
Y
ˇˇˇ
! pdeg F qνpdq
´
dm ` Y 1´ 1m`1
¯
, (3.7)
where the implied constant depends at most on Fi,R
p0q and W .
Next, we fix any values α P p0, 1{pm ` 1qq, κ ě degpF q, µ ą κ
αpm`1q
, and verify the
conditions of Theorem 2.1. Condition (A) holds owing to the observation that if p | Gpxq for
some x P A then p ∤ D due to (3.4). Condition (B) follows from the fact that the definition
of D implies that if p ∤ D then there exists x P Zm`1 such that p ∤ F pxq. Condition (C)
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is satisfied as a consequence of (3.7) while condition (D) is validated with any choice of
µ ą κ
αpm`1q
. Condition (E) holds due to (3.5) and the estimate
ź
z1ďpăz
ˆ
1´ κ
p
˙´1
“
ˆ
log z
log z1
˙κˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
log z1
˙˙
.
Combining (3.2) with (3.6), one sees thatÿ
Y 1{vďpăY 1{u
pPP
#Ap2 ! Y
` ÿ
Y 1{văp
p´2
˘` Y 1´ 1m`1` 1u ` Y 2m`1u .
The sum over p is ! Y ´1{v, hence condition (F) is satisfied since 2 ď βκ ă αu combined
with α ă 1{pm ` 1q imply that u ą 2m ` 1. Therefore Theorem 2.1 yields a finite value r
such that
#tx P Zm`1 XRp0qB : ΩpGpxqq ď ru "F Bm`1plogBq´κ,
as B Ñ 8. We can provide an explicit value for r, namely r can be be the least integer
which is greater than 103 deg6pF q because it can be shown that c0 is small enough so that
103 deg6pF q ě 2 degpF q ` p1` degpF qq logp3.75 degpF qq
and, furthermore, we can choose κ “ degpF q, α sufficiently close to 1{pm ` 1q and µ suffi-
ciently close to κ{pαpm` 1qq, observe that
µ´ 1` pµ´ κqp1´ 1{βκq ` pκ` 1q log βκ ď 2 degpF q ` p1` degpF qq logp3.75 degpF qq
and allude to (2.7) and (2.8). Note that (3.3) reveals that
ΩpDq ď logD
log 2
ď 4 degpF qplog }F }q ` 9000 deg6pF q,
which, when coupled with the equality Ωp|F pxq|q “ ΩpDq`Ωp|Gpxq|q, proves our lemma. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we factorise f as
fpxq “ c
gź
i“1
Fipxqνi pνi P N, c P Z´ t0uq,
where each Fi is a primitive irreducible integer form of positive degree, and then apply
Proposition 3.2 to F :“śgi“1 Fi. Utilising the inequalities
Ω p|fpxq|q ď Ω p|c|q ` pdeg fqΩ p|F pxq|q
and Ωp|c|q ď plog |c|q{plog 2q ď plog }f}q{plog 2q ď 2 log }f} yields the desired value of r.
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.
It is sufficient to show that with the value of r given in Theorem 1.4 the set of rational
points x P XpQq satisfying ΩPnpQqpxq ď r, is dense in the image of the Q-points of Pm under
the map π and with respect to the real analytic topology. Let us therefore fix any ε ą 0 and
a rational point πpyq, where y “ rys P PmQ for some integer vector y “ pyiqmi“0. By continuity
of the forms fj there exists δ ą 0, which depends on ε, fi and y, such that for any X P Rm`1
specified by |X´ y| ď δ, one has |fjpXiq´ fjpyiq| ă ε for all i and j. Applying Theorem 3.1
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to the form f :“ śni“0 fi and the box Rp0q “ śmi“0ryi ´ δ, yi ` δs, we are presented with a
value of r in the range
r ď 6 deg2pfqplog 2}f}q ` 104 deg7pfq,
a rational point x “ rxs satisfying ΩPnpQqpxq ď r and whose image is ε-close to πpyq due toˇˇˇ
fjpxiq
Bdeg fj
´ fjpyiq
ˇˇˇ
ă ε.
This concludes the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 owing to
6 deg2pfqplog 2}f}q ` 104 deg7pfq ď 105 deg7pfq logp2}f}q.
4. The proof of Theorem 1.5
Throughout this section X will be a smooth cubic surface with two rational skew lines.
We begin by picking an appropriate model for X .
Lemma 4.1 (Minimal model). There exist integers ai, di, fi pi “ 0, 1q and bj , ej pj “ 0, 1, 2q
such that X is given by F “ 0, where
F “ apx0, x1qx22 ` dpx0, x1qx2x3 ` fpx0, x1qx23 ` bpx0, x1qx2 ` epx0, x1qx3, (4.1)¨
˝ a px0, x1qd px0, x1q
f px0, x1q
˛
‚:“
¨
˝ a0 a1d0 d1
f0 f1
˛
‚ˆ x0
x1
˙
and ˆ
b px0, x1q
e px0, x1q
˙
:“
ˆ
b0 b1 b2
e0 e1 e2
˙¨˝ x20x0x1
x21
˛
‚.
Furthermore these integers satisfy the following two properties.
(1) The greatest common factor of the six integers ai, di, fi pi “ 0, 1q is 1 and this also
holds for the six integers bj , ej pj “ 0, 1, 2q .
(2) The integers a0b0 and 6 are coprime and each other of the aforementioned twelve
integers is divisible by 6.
Proof. A linear change of variables over Q allows us to assume that the pair of skew lines
is given by x0 “ x1 “ 0 and x2 “ x3 “ 0. Therefore X is given by C1 ` C2 “ 0, where
C1 is linear in x0, x1 and quadratic in x2, x3 and the opposite is true for C2, a statement
which immediately shows (4.1). It follows from the non-singularity of the surface that the
polynomials a and b are not identically zero. Then under a suitable linear change of variables,
if necessary, we may have a0b0 ‰ 0.
Let k1 and k2 be the greatest common divisor of the the six integers bj , ej pj “ 0, 1, 2q and
ai, di, fi pi “ 0, 1q respectively. Then the linear change of variables
px0, x1, x2, x3q ÞÑ pk2x0, k2x1, k1x2, k1x3q
shows that we can assume that k1 “ k2 “ 1, which proves p1q. In order to prove claim p2q,
let us define the integers
α “ 1`maxtν2pa0q ` ν2pb0q, 2ν2pb0qu and β “ 1`maxtν2pa0q ` ν2pb0q, 2ν2pa0qu.
Then the transformation
px0, x1, x2, x3q ÞÑ
`
2ν2pa0qx0, 2
βx1, 2
ν2pb0qx2, 2
αx3
˘
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reveals that property p2q holds for the prime 2. An identical argument for the prime 3
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
We turn our attention to the conic bundle structure present inX.Writing F “ x0Q0´x1Q1,
where Qi are integral quaternary quadratic forms, we see thatX is equipped with a dominant
morphism π : X Ñ P1Q such that
πpxq “
#
rx0 : x1s if px0, x1q ‰ 0,
rQ1pxq : Q0pxqs if pQ1pxq , Q0pxqq ‰ 0.
Lemma 4.1 reveals that the fibres π´1ps : tq are the conics Qs,t “ 0 given by
Qs,tpx, y, zq :“ aps, tqx2 ` dps, tqxz ` fps, tqz2 ` bps, tqxy ` eps, tqzy.
Their discriminant
∆ps, tq“`ae2 ` fb2 ´ bde˘ps, tq
is a quintic binary form and is separable owing to the non-singularity of X (see [32, 80,
II.6.4, Proposition 1]).
Lemma 4.2. The following polynomials are not identically zero,
a, b, e, f, d2 ´ 4af.
Furthermore the forms a, d, f do not share a common polynomial divisor and the same holds
for b and e.
Proof. If the forms a, d, f had a common divisor in Qrs, ts then the polynomials
p1px, yq “ a0x2 ` d0xy ` f0y2 and p2px, yq “ a1x2 ` d1xy ` f1y2,
would share a common zero rα : βs P P1`Q˘. We would then obtain a singularity on the
cubic surface, since ∇F p0, 0, x, yq “ pp1 px, yq , p2 px, yq , 0, 0q. If a “ 0 or f “ 0 then the
partial derivatives of F vanish at the points p0, 0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1, 0q respectively. These
observations prove that d2 ‰ 4af since Qrs, ts is a unique factorisation ring. The fact that
the discriminant ∆ps, tq is separable implies that b and e are coprime forms. In particular
they can neither be identically zero, which finishes our proof. 
We deduce that the resultant W0 :“ Respb, eq is a non-zero integer. We furthermore get
that at least one pair of the linear forms a, d, f has a non-zero resultant, say W1.
Define for ps, tq P Z2prim the forms
Gs,t pu, vq :“ b ps, tq u` e ps, tq v and Hs,t pu, vq :“ a ps, tqu2 ` d ps, tq uv ` f ps, tq v2,
where the polynomials a, . . . , f were defined in Lemma 4.1.
Each conic Qs,t “ 0 contains the obvious point p0, 1, 0q, a fact which can be used to provide
the following parametrisation of Qs,tpx, y, zq “ 0,
px, y, zq “ puGs,tpu, vq,´Hs,tpu, vq, vGs,tpu, vqq.
The weighted sieve will allow us to to show that for appropriate values of s, t both forms
Gs,tpu, vq and Hs,tpu, vq attain almost prime values. We begin by establishing certain facts
required for the sieving process.
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Lemma 4.3. For each prime p there exists s0, t0 P pZ{pZq˚ such that both integers
gcdpbps0, t0q , eps0, t0qq and gcdpaps0, t0q , dps0, t0q , fps0, t0qq
are coprime to p.
Proof. The second part of Lemma 4.1 implies that one can take s0 ” t0 ” 1 mod p when
p “ 2 or 3. Let p be any prime larger than 3. The first part of Lemma 4.1 states that p cannot
divide all six integers bj , ej pj “ 0, 1, 2q so we may assume by symmetry that p ∤ gcdpb0, b1, b2q.
We may similarly assume that p ∤ gcdpa0, a1q. We proceed to show the validity of the bounds
7ts, t P pZ{pZq˚, p|bps, tqu ď 2 pp´ 1q and 7ts, t P pZ{pZq˚, p|aps, tqu ď p´ 1.
The first bound is obvious in the case p|pb0, b2q. In the opposite case we may assume that p ∤ b0
so the number of solutions of bps, tq ” 0 mod p is the same as the number of solutions of
p2b0s` b1tq2 ” pb21 ´ 4b0b2q t2 mod p, which is at most 2 pp´ 1q. The second bound follows
by the fact that p ∤ pa0, a1q . Combining the two bounds implies that
7ts, t P pZ{pZq˚, p|aps, tq bps, tqu ď 3 pp´ 1q ,
which is strictly smaller than pp´ 1q2 for p ą 3 and that concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4.4. There exists a square-free W and integers s0, t0 with ps0t0,W q “ 1 such that
whenever the coprime integers s and t satisfy ps, tq ” ps0, t0q mod W , then both integer
forms Gs,t, Hs,t are primitive.
Proof. We define W as the product of the primes appearing in W0 and W1. Combining the
Chinese remainder theorem and Lemma 4.3 for the primes dividing W provides congruence
classes mod W , say s0 and t0. Assume that the coprime integers s and t satisfy
ps, tq ” ps0, t0q mod W
and suppose for a contradiction thatGs,t is not primitive so that there exists a prime p that di-
vides both bps, tq and eps, tq. Elimination theory applied to bpx, 1q, epx, 1q and bp1, xq, ep1, xq
shows that there are integer binary forms gips, tq pi “ 1, . . . , 4q and non-negative integers
µj pj “ 1, 2q such that
bps, tqg1ps, tq ` eps, tqg2ps, tq “ W0tµ1 and bps, tqg3ps, tq ` eps, tqg4ps, tq “ W0sµ2 .
The coprimality of s and t implies that p divides W0 and this contradicts the choice of s0, t0
by Lemma 4.3. A similar argument works proves that Hs,t is also primitive and thus the
proof is complete. 
Define the following binary integer forms,
Φ1 pu, vq : “ u,
Φ2 pu, vq : “ v,
Φ3 pu, vq : “ bu` ev,
Φ4 pu, vq : “ au2 ` duv ` fv2
and let
Φ :“ Φ1Φ2Φ23Φ24.
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Our aim henceforth is to show that the form Φpu, vq attains almost prime values infinitely
often. To this aim it is natural to assume the following local conditions,
6| pe, d, fq , gcdp6, abq “ 1, (4.2)
gcdpb, eq “ 1, gcdpa, d, fq “ 1, (4.3)
D is a non-zero integer, (4.4)
where
D :“ rad
´
2¨3¨5¨abef`d2 ´ 4af˘ `ae2 ` fb2 ´ bde˘ ¯.
There are two cases to consider according to the splitting behavior of the quadratic form Φ4
over the rationals. Although both cases can be treated via the weighted sieve we shall use
Theorem 2.2 for the former case. The reason is that this approach provides special examples
of smooth cubic surfaces (see (1.1)) for which the saturation number is particularly small.
As an application we deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that the integers a, b, d, e, f satisfy conditions (4.2)-(4.4) and that
d2 ´ 4af is a non-zero integer square. Let R be any non-empty box in R2. Then
lim
BÑ`8
7tpu, vq P Z2XRB, ΩpΦpu, vqq ď 8u “ `8.
Proof. Assume that d2 ´ 4af “ δ2 for some natural δ. This implies that there are integers
a1, a2 with a “ a1a2 that divide the integers pd´ δq {2, pd` δq {2 respectively. The identity
Φ4pu, vq “
ˆ
a2u` pd´ δq
2a1
v
˙ˆ
a1u` pd` δq
2a2
v
˙
shows that Φ4 splits into two integer linear binary forms, say L4, L5. Note that Φ4 has no
fixed prime divisor owing to (4.2) and (4.3) and thus this property also holds for both linear
forms.
We apply Theorem 2.2 with Li “ Φi for i “ 1, 2, 3. The condition (4.4) guarantees that
the linear forms are pairwise non-proportional. Let us verify the remaining condition of
Theorem 2.2 by contradiction. Assume that for every prime p and all integers u, v there
exists an index 1 ď i ď 5 such that p|Lipu, vq. We may show that we only need to restrict
attention to the primes p “ 2, 3 since if p ě 5 then
7tu, v P pZ{pZq˚ , p ∤ pL3L4L5q pu, vqu ď 3 pp´ 1q ,
which is strictly smaller than pp ´ 1q2. Regarding the primes p “ 2, 3 we note that condi-
tions (4.2) and (4.3) ensure that we get a contradiction.
Theorem 2.2 provides a choice of signs si P t1,´1u, i “ 1, . . . , 5, such that the 5 linear
form siLi attain prime values infinitely often. Recalling the extended definition of Ω given
in the introduction proves the statement of our lemma. 
We next apply a level of distribution result [27, Th.3] to prove the corresponding result in
the remaining case.
Lemma 4.6. Assume that the integers a, b, d, e, f satisfy conditions (4.2)-(4.4), that d2´4af
is not an integer square and let R be a box of R2. Then
7tpu, vq P Z2XRB, ΩpΦpu, vqq ď 30u " B
2
plogBq4 ,
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for B ě 2. The implied constant in the lower bound depends at most on the coefficients of
Φ and R.
Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 4.3 for every prime p|D and using the Chinese remainder
theorem, we get that there are integers u0, v0 mod D such that
gcdpΦpu0, v0q , Dq “ 1. (4.5)
Define the integer binary form Φ1 :“ Φ1Φ2Φ3Φ4 and the subset of Z2,
Ψ :“ tpu, vq P Z2 : pu, vq ” pu0, v0q mod Du.
We write A 1 :“ tΦ1 pu, vq : pu, vq P RBXΨu and we let for every non-zero integer d,
A
1
d :“ ta1 P A 1 : d|a1u.
Let for any c “ pc1, . . . , c4q P N4, ρpcq be the the multiplicative function given by
ρpcq :“ 7tpu, vq mod c1 . . . c4 : ci|Φi pu, vq , i “ 1, . . . , 4u.
Define the following sets of primes,
P :“ tp prime : p ∤ Du and P :“ tp prime : p|Du
and define the multiplicative function ̟pnq to be supported on square-free integers and
̟ ppq :“ 1Pppq p
ÿ
ci|p
i“1,...,4
p|c1...c4
µppqµpc1q . . . µpc4q ρpc1, . . . , c4qpc1 . . . c4q2
,
where 1P is the characteristic function of the primes in P. Let
Y :“ B2volpRq
D2
and define for d P N the quantity
Rd :“ 7A 1d ´
̟pdq
d
Y.
We need to verify the conditions pAq-pEq appearing in [27, Th.3] as well as condition Q0
appearing in [10, Eq.(11.2)], which does not seem to appear in [27].
Condition pQ0q: Here we have to verify that the estimateÿ
zăpďy
7A 1p2 !
Y log Y
z
` y
holds for all 2 ď z ă y with an implied constant that is independent of z, y and Y . The
equality
A
1
p2 “
!
pu, vq P RB : pu, vq ” pu0, v0q mod D, p2|Φ1pu, vq . . .Φ4pu, vq
)
shows by (4.5) that A 1
p2
is empty if p|D. Note that since gcdpD,Φpu0, v0qq “ 1 and pu, vq ”
pu0, v0q mod D we get that gcdpD,Φ1pu, vqq “ 1 and hence no pair of integers pu, vq with
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Φ1pu, vq “ 0 is counted by A 1
p2
. We therefore obtain that
ř
zăpďy 7A 1p2 is
!
4ÿ
i“1
ÿ
zăpďy
p∤D
7
!
pu, vq P RB,Φ1pu, vq ‰ 0, gcdpD,Φipu, vqq “ 1, p2|Φipu, vq
)
`
ÿ
1ďi,jď4
i‰j
ÿ
zăpďy
p∤D
7
!
pu, vq P RB,Φ1pu, vq ‰ 0, p|pΦipu, vq,Φjpu, vqq
)
.
Recall the definition of D given immediately after (4.4) and note that the primes dividing
the resultants of each pair of forms Φi,Φj divides D. Hence, since p ∤ D in the previous
sums, we see that
7
!
pu, vq P RB, p|pΦipu, vq,Φjpu, vqq
)
! 7
!
pu, vq P RB, p|pu, vq
)
! B
2
p2
` 1.
For i “ 1 we have 7tpu, vq P RB,Φ1pu, vq ‰ 0, p2|Φipu, vqu ! 7tpu, vq P RB, uv ‰ 0, p2|uu,
which is at most ! B2p´2 and one obtains the same upper bound in the case i “ 2. For i “ 3
we have the bound ! 7tpu, vq P RB, pbu` evqv ‰ 0, p2|bu` evu and the change of variables
x1 :“ bu ` ev, x2 :“ v reveals that the quantity is bounded by ! 7t|x1|, |x2| ! B, x1x2 ‰
0, p2|x1u, which is easily seen to be at most ! B2p´2. For i “ 4 we have
7
!
pu, vq P RB, uvΦ4pu, vq ‰ 0, gcdpD,Φipu, vqq “ 1, p2|Φipu, vq
)
!
ÿ
1ďp2n!B2
gcdppn,Dq“1
rD0pp2nq,
where the function rD0pnq denotes the number of representations of an integer n by all binary
quadratic forms forming a set of representatives of discriminant equal to
D0 :“ discpΦ4q “ d2 ´ 4af.
Note that D0 is a non-zero integer which is not a square since Φ4 is irreducible and that
gcdpn,D0q “ 1 holds in the previous summation since all primes dividing D0 also divide D
by its definition. Using the fact that rD0 can be written as a Dirichlet convolution of 1 and a
quadratic character we obtain the trivial bound rD0pnq ! τpnq, where τ denotes the classical
divisor function. Writing n “ pνn0 with p ∤ n0 we obtainÿ
1ďp2n!B2
gcdppn,Dq“1
rD0pp2nq !
8ÿ
ν“0
τpp2`νq
ÿ
n0!B2{p2`ν
p∤n0
τpn0q ! B
2 logB
p2
8ÿ
ν“0
τpp2`νq
pν
.
The function
ř
νą0p3`νqp´ν “ p3´2{pqp1´1{pq´2 has modulus at most 8 for p ě 2. Hence,
we get that #A 1
p2
! 1` B2 logB
p2
, which along with the estimate
ř
pąz p
´2 ! z´1 shows that
ÿ
zăpďy
#A 1p2 !
B2 logB
z
` y.
This is the required estimate since Y is of order B2.
Condition pAq: It is shown in [27, §3.1,pg. 310] that ̟ppq ă p for all p ą 5 and since
t2, 3, 5u Ď P we get that ̟ppq “ 0 for p “ 2, 3 and 5.
Condition pBq: Everything goes through as in [27, §3.2,pg.311] where the dimension of the
sieve is κ “ 4.
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Condition pCq: It appears that the argument justifying the analogous result in [27, pg.314]
is not sufficiently detailed. More specifically, for values of k that are small in comparison to
Y the term Y
1{22Q
k
in line 17 has order of magnitude which is larger than the claimed bound
for E pkq in line 21. Correcting this inaccuracy we get
E pkq ! Qν
´
2Q `
`
2QY
˘1{2
k
` Y
1{22Q
k
¯
,
for some absolute constant ν. Therefore condition (C) is satisfied with α “ 1{2´ η, for any
arbitrarily small and positive value of η.
Condition pDq: Follows directly from (4.5).
Condition pEq: Every element a1 P A 1 satisfies a1 ! B5, where the implied constant
depends on F and R. Therefore there exists µ ą 5
α
, which depends on F,R and η, such that
|a1| ď Y αµ.
Hence the conditions of theorem [27, Th.3] are fulfilled.
Furthermore, arguing similarly as in [22, §6], we obtain that one may take any value of r
larger than mpλq :“ 4 log β4`p5´ 1β4 ` log β4qλ´4 log λ´λ log λ. Note that by [11, App.III]
we have β4 “ 9.0722 . . . . We thus deduce that
min
0ăλăβ4
mpλq “ mp0.606519 . . . q “ 15.4274522 . . .
and therefore with the value r “ 16 one has
#
!
pu, vq P Z2 XRB,ΩpΦ1pu, vqq ď r
)
" B
2
plogBq4 ,
as B Ñ 8. The pairs of integers pu, vq P RB with Ωpuvq ď 1 are such that |uv| is 0, 1 or a
prime, thereby showing that there are at most ! B such pairs. We conclude that
#
!
pu, vq P Z2 XRB,ΩpΦ1pu, vqq ď 16 and Ωpuvq ě 2
)
" B
2
plogBq4 ,
as B Ñ 8. This observation coupled with the equality ΩpΦpu, vqq “ 2 ΩpΦ1pu, vqq ´ Ωpuvq
completes the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
We continue by using Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 to ensure that the Q-rational fibre π´1prs : tsq
is birationally equivalent to P1Q through almost prime values.
The case corresponding to n “ 2 of [20, Th.1.1] implies that X pRq “ X . For any point
ξ “ pξ0, . . . , ξ3q P X pRq let us define
Mξ : “ bpξ0, ξ1qξ2 ` epξ0, ξ1qξ3
“ ´apξ0, ξ1qξ22 ´ dpξ0, ξ1qξ2ξ3 ´ fpξ0, ξ1qξ23
and note that the points satisfying ξ0ξ1Mξ ‰ 0 are also Zariski dense. Hence in order to
prove Zariski density of almost prime points it suffices to prove that given any such ξ and
any ε ą 0 there exists B P Q˚ and x P Z4 with Ω p|x0 . . . x3|q ď 34 such that rxs P X and
max
0ďiď3
ˇˇˇ
xi
B
´ ξi
ˇˇˇ
ă ε. (4.6)
Let δ P p0, 1q be a constant to be specified in due course and consider the following box of
R2,
B :“ rξ0 ´ δ, ξ0 ` δsˆrξ1 ´ δ, ξ1 ` δs.
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The prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions [19, §5.6] supplies a large positive
number P such that the box PB contains a pair of, not necessarily positive, primes ps, tq
lying in the progressions mod W specified by Lemma 4.4. A standard application of the
mean value theorem yieldsˇˇˇ
b
ˆ
s
P
,
t
P
˙
ξ2 ` e
ˆ
s
P
,
t
P
˙
ξ3 ´Mξ
ˇˇˇ
!X,ξ δ (4.7)
and ˇˇˇ
a
ˆ
s
P
,
t
P
˙
ξ22 ` d
ˆ
s
P
,
t
P
˙
ξ2ξ3 ` f
ˆ
s
P
,
t
P
˙
ξ23 `Mξ
ˇˇˇ
!X,ξ δ, (4.8)
where the implied constant in both bounds is independent of P and δ. Let
R :“
” ξ2 ´ δ
P
a
Mξ
,
ξ2 ` δ
P
a
Mξ
ı
ˆ
” ξ3 ´ δ
P
a
Mξ
,
ξ3 ` δ
P
a
Mξ
ı
.
Applying Lemma 4.5 or Lemma 4.6 respectively according to as if pd2 ´ 4afqps, tq is an
integer square or not, provides integers pu, vq P B 12R such that uvH2s,t pu, vqG2s,t pu, vq has
respectively at most 8 or 30 prime factors counted with multiplicity. Define x P Z4 by
x0 “ ´sHs,tpu, vq,
x1 “ ´tHs,tpu, vq,
x2 “ u Gs,tpu, vq,
x3 “ v Gs,tpu, vq.
A further application of the mean value theorem and a use of (4.7)- (4.8) shows that
max
0ďiď3
ˇˇˇ
xi
B
´ ξi
ˇˇˇ
!X,ξ δ,
thereby proving (4.6) for an appropriate δ :“ δ pε,X, ξq .
Remark 4.7. It is worth pointing out that a special corollary of the work in this section is
that whenever ai, ei, fi, pi “ 0, 1q bj , djpj “ 0, 1, 2q are 12 integers with
gcd
i“0,1
pai, di, fiq “ gcd
j“0,1,2
pbi, eiq “ 1, gcdp6, a0b0q “ 1, 6 | gcdpa1, b1, b2q, 6 | gcd
i“0,1
pdi, ei, fiq
and the binary integer quadratic form
pd0s` d1tq2 ´ 4pa0s` a1tqpf0s ` f1tq
is the square of a polynomial in Qrs, ts, then the cubic surface X given by the vanishing of
pa0x0 ` a1x1qx22 ` pd0x0 ` d1x1qx2x3 ` pf0x0 ` f1x1qx23
` pb0x20 ` b1x0x1 ` b2x20qx2 ` pe0x20 ` e1x0x1 ` e2x20qx3
is smooth and has saturation number
rpXq ď 10.
It is easily seen that (1.1) constitutes a special case of the surfaces alluded to in the present
remark. This proves the claim regarding the saturation of the surface in (1.1) that was made
in the introduction.
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5. The proof of Theorem 1.6
The Fermat cubic threefold is equipped with a conic bundle over P2Q and we begin by
describing its structure. The change of variables
y0 “ x0, y1 “ x1 ` x3
2
, y2 “ x2 ` x4
2
, y3 “ x1 ´ x3
2
, y4 “ x2 ´ x4
2
,
transforms the hypersurface
X : x30 ` x31 ` x32 ` x33 ` x34 “ 0
into
Y : y30 ` 2y1
`
y21 ` 3y23
˘` 2y2 `y22 ` 3y24˘ “ 0.
Let us record here that any y P Y pRq has y0, y1, y2 not of the same sign. Projecting away
from the line y0 “ y1 “ y2 “ 0 contained in Y provides a conic bundle morphism π : Y Ñ P2Q.
The transformation y “ prx, sx, tx, y, zq shows that the fibres Qr,s,t “ 0 are given by
x2
`
r3 ` 2s3 ` 2t3˘` y2 p6sq ` z2 p6tq “ 0.
We wish to construct an infinite family of conic fibres each member of which is Q-rational
and with a parametrisation for their rational points which is easy to describe. We focus on
the conics given by Qp1,´p22,p23 “ 0, where pi are primes. Note that they contain the obvious
point p0, p3, p2q, thus providing the parametrisation
x “ 12p2p23uv,
y “ 6p33u2 ` p3
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2,
z “ ´6p2p23u2 ` p2
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2.
Tracing the substitutions backwards allows us to conclude that the points px0, . . . x4q given
by `
12p1p2p
2
3f0pu, vq , p3f1pu, vq , p3f2pu, vq , p2f3pu, vq , p2f4pu, vq
˘
lie in the threefold X , where the binary integer forms fj P Zru, vs are defined through
f0 :“ uv,
f1 :“ 6p23u2 ´ 12p32p3uv `
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2,
f2 :“ ´6p23u2 ´ 12p32p3uv ´
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2,
f3 :“ ´6p23u2 ` 12p43uv `
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2,
f4 :“ 6p23u2 ` 12p43uv ´
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘
v2.
Observe that all x P Z5 on X satisfy 7|ś4i“0 xi. We have
4ź
i“0
xi “ 84p1p32p43
˜
1
7
4ź
i“0
fi pu, vq
¸
.
Now suppose that we are given a point pξ0, . . . , ξ4q P X pRq which we shall approximate. The
linear change of variables
ζ0 “ ξ0, ζ1 “ ξ1 ` ξ3
2
, ζ2 “ ξ2 ` ξ4
2
, ζ3 “ ξ1 ´ ξ3
2
, ζ4 “ ξ2 ´ ξ4
2
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shows that ζ P Y pRq thus allowing us to assume without loss of generality that
ζ0 ą 0, ζ1 ă 0, ζ2 ą 0.
owing to an earlier observation.
Now let δ be a small positive constant satisfying 0 ă δ ă 1. For a large constant C ą 0,
the Siegel–Walfisz theorem allows us to pick primes p1, p2, p3 satisfying
pi ” 1 mod q for all i “ 1, 2, 3 for all q “ 2, 3, 5, 49, (5.1)
pp1,´p22, p23q P Cppζ0 ´ δ, ζ0 ` δq ˆ pζ1 ´ δ, ζ1 ` δq ˆ pζ2 ´ δ, ζ2 ` δqq ,
p3 ∤ p
3
1 ´ 2p62,
p31 ´ 8p62 ` 2p63 ‰ 0,
p3
`
p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘ ‰ 0, (5.2)
With this choice of pi we shall apply the weighted sieve, as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, in
order to deduce that the form
F pu, vq :“ 1
7
4ź
i“0
fi pu, vq
attains almost prime values infinitely often. Firstly, for i “ 1, . . . , 4, each fi is irreducible,
discpf1q “ discpf2q “ 24p23
`´p31 ` 8p62 ´ 2p63˘ .
The condition (5.1) yields ´p31` 8p62´ 2p63 ” 2 mod 3 and hence discpf1q ‰ 0. Furthermore
the same condition gives 3}discpf1q, i.e. f1 and f2 are irreducible over Q. A similar argument
shows that the same holds true for both f3 and f4. We next deduce that for i “ 1, . . . , 4
since the assumptions pi ” 1 mod 6, i “ 1, 2, 3 yield that
gcd
`
6, p31 ´ 2p62 ` 2p63
˘ “ 1
and it suffices to note that p3 ∤ pp31 ´ 2p62q . Condition (C) is then proved as follows. Let us
define
D :“ rad
´´ ź
pă10
p
¯´ 4ź
i“1
aicidiscpfiq
¯´ ź
1ďi,jď4
Respfi, fjq
¯¯
,
where ai and ci are the coefficient of u
2 and v2 in fi respectively. Note that (5.2) guarantees
that u or v are coprime forms to each fi, @i ‰ 0. We need to find some z such that
pu, vq ” z mod D
in order to have
gcd
˜
1
7
4ź
i“0
fipu, vq, D
¸
“ 1. (5.3)
For the primes p “ 2, 3, 5, 7 we make the choices for pu, vq mod p given by
p1, 1q , p1, 1q , p1, 2q , p1, 1q
respectively. For the primes p ě 11 we have the estimate
7tu, v P pZ{pZq˚, p|
4ź
i“0
fipu, vqu ď 8pp´ 1q,
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which implies that we can pick an admissible vector pu, vq mod p. Alluding to the Chinese
remainder theorem we deduce that there exists z satisfying (5.3) thus allowing any value r
satisfying
r ą p3` 6 log β6q ` p10´ 4
β6
` log β6qλ´ 6 log λ´ λ log λ :“ m pλq
to work. Note that condition Q0 is verified as previously, the key element of this verification
being that each fi, i ‰ 0 is irreducible, and that fi, fj are coprime for i ‰ j. Indeed since
fi, fj are coprime as polynomials, there are non-zero integers Ri,j such that if p|fipu, vq and
p|fjpu, vq then p|Ri,ju and p|Ri,jv. Hence
#tu, v „ B : p|pfipu, vq, fjpu, vqu ! #tu, v „ B : p|pu, vqu ! B
2
p2
` 1.
Using [11, App.III] we deduce that
min
0ăλăβ6
mpλq “ mp0.4978357377 . . . q “ 29.1527037101 . . . ,
so we can choose r “ 30.
In order to finalise the Zariski density argument we need to prove that |xi{B´ ξi| ă ε, for
which it suffices to establish that |yi{B ´ ζi| ă ε{2. To this end suppose that pα, βq is the
solution to the system
αβ “ 1
12
?´ζ1ζ3 and 6ζ3α
2 ` `ζ30 ` 2ζ31 ` 2ζ33˘β2 “ ζ2?ζ3 .
Then the choices
u P
´
pα ´ δqC´ 34B 12 , pα ` δqC´ 34B 12
¯
and v P
´
pβ ´ δqC´ 74B 12 , pβ ` δqC´ 74B 12
¯
make the inequality |yipu, vq{B ´ ζi| ă δ Mipξq available. We deduce that the saturation
number satisfies
rpF q ď 42.
The final stage of the proof of Theorem 1.6 is similar to that of Theorem 1.5 and is therefore
omitted.
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